Kenton Bar Primary School
ASSEMBLIES Summer Term 2018
Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Assembly
Whole-school
Phase Team Assembly
Phase Team Assembly
Class Assemblies
Golden Achievement Assembly

Summer Term A 2018
Week 1
16.4.18
Reflection:

Week 2
23.4.18
Reflection:

Week 3
30.4.18
Reflection:

Week 4
7.5.18
Reflection:

Week 5
14.5.18

Reflection:

Week 6
21.5.18
Reflection:

Time
9.15 – 9.30
2.50 – 3.05 / 2.55 - 3.10
2.50 – 3.05 / 2.55 - 3.10
2.50 – 3.05 / 2.55 - 3.10
2.15 – 2.45

Who?
SLT
Class teachers
Class teachers
Class teachers
SLT

British Value – Democracy

SMART Attendance Presentation
Fairness and Justice – Honesty and Responsibility
Think of stories we have read. Is Forgiveness Fair? In the story of the Unforgiving Servant, Jesus
seems to be saying that it is not good to try and get even, people should forgive. Forgiveness is
kind and loving. The Golden Rule teaches us to ‘Treat people as we would like them to treat us.’ How
do you feel when you are not treated fairly? What would be different if everyone obeyed the
Golden Rule?
Social Justice
Responsibility, Respect, Tolerance
“We all live in one world, and all have a responsibility to each other, which should include taking
action, and making a small contribution to ‘healing the world’, however small. We should think, ‘Is
that fair? What could I / we do about this to make things fairer?
To understand that democracy means that people are free to vote for who they want to rule the
country – Independence, Responsibility.
Each day we have many choices and often we must find ways of choosing together. Deciding isn’t
always easy but we should be thankful that we are free to choose. We pray for wisdom to make
the best choices. We should give thanks for our system of government that we have, for our
democracy, as it allows us to make our own choices.
Deaf Awareness Week
‘It’s not fair’ (Equality) – exploring the idea of fairness in relation to achieving votes for women.
Respect, Tolerance
Imagine that only girls, or only boys are allowed to answer questions, all day, every day…what would
that feel like? Can you imagine how the suffragettes felt, being expected to obey the law but
having no say in who governed them, and made those laws. Many suffragettes suffered terribly
because they wanted the same rights as men – some even died in the struggle to gain the vote for
women. Will you use your vote when you are old enough? Think about what you vote for at the
moment (Eg: School Council, Classroom Rules, family vote to where to go on holiday…) Isn’t it
better when your opinion is asked?
Christian Aid Week
Monday 145h – Fair Trade Day
Democracy and Pupil Voice at Kenton Bar Primary
Responsibility, Respect, Independence
Think about how democracy provides us with a way to have our say. Think about how you could work
with others today, in simple ways such as caring for a younger child in the playground, being a peer
buddy to help someone with their Maths or reading, helping to tidy the classroom…
Kindness Week – linked to our new school value. – Small actions can make big differences.
Kindness, Respect, Responsibility
Remember, it is often the small, kind things we do that have big impacts on other people. Have any
of you experienced any acts of kindness already today? What could you do, at home or at school,
to show your kindness and love for others? Always look for opportunities to be kind to others, and
try never to be too busy looking after ourselves that we forget other people.

Summer Term B 2018

British Value: Tolerance of Culture, Faith and Others

Week 1
4.6.18
Reflection:

Who are we? To consider themselves and their place in the world.
Respect, Pride, Tolerance
Think carefully about what your skills are, and how they can be used to help others.

Week 2 + 3
11.6.18/18.6.18

Diversity – recognise and celebrate the enrichment that diversity brings to us all; to value the
differences between people.
Tolerance, Respect
We are lucky to live in a community with people from all over the world. We share our community
with people from different places. Each and every one of us is completely unique and we should
celebrate the differences. Everyone should be made to feel welcome in our community, in our
jigsaw puzzle. After all, it is all the different pieces that make the world so interesting.

Reflection:

Week 4
25.6.18
Reflection:

Living Together in One World – is it important to treat everyone respectfully?
Tolerance, Respect
We are all different and one of these differences is religion. But we can all try hard, be
thoughtful and show kindness – in other words, we can show respect to everyone. Think about what
we want to be like ‘on the inside’.

Week 5
2.7.18
Reflection:

Living Together in One World – a story of religious co-operation and respect for all.
Tolerance, Respect
The religions are not the same, but all religions ask their followers to be kind to those in need.
Worship happens in different places, but helping people in trouble is something we all agree about.
Think about the actions of all the people in the picture and give thanks for the actions some people
take to help those in greater need.

Week 6
9.7.18
Reflection:

Values – Learning from Religion; what would help us to live together as one big family.
Pride, Respect, Tolerance, Self-discipline.
Think about what your values are and how you can show what matters to you through the way you
live your life.

Week 7
16.7.18

Year 6 Leavers – Moving On. To provide an opportunity to say goodbye and support those who are
leaving school.
Responsibility, Independence
Think about all those who are leaving our school to go to new schools, new places and new lives.
Thank you for their time with us here at Kenton Bar Primary School; we hope we have prepared
them to face change confidently and to grow into young adults.

Reflection:

